Extensible Authentication Protocol is a generic framework supporting multiple types of authentication methods. In systems where EAP is used for authentication, it is desirable to not repeat the entire EAP exchange with another authenticator. Microsoft has developed EAP TLS which is an authentication protocol based on TLS (Transport Layer Security). Authentication server and client use TLS protocol to negotiate session key. The EAP re-authentication Protocol provides a consistent, method-independent and low-latency reauthentication. It is extension to current EAP mechanism to support intra-domain handoff authentication. This paper analyzed the security cost of EAP TLS & ERP with increased processor speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
WEP was the original security mechanism for IEEE 802.11 networks. This was the original encryption standard for wireless. As name implies, this standard was intended to make wireless networks as secure as wired networks. Unfortunately, this never happened as flaws were quickly discovered and exploited A major underlying problem with the existing IEEE 802.11 standard is that the keys are cumbersome to change. If you don't update the WEP keys often, an unauthorized person with a sniffing tool, such as Air Snort or WEP crack, can monitor your network for less than a day and decode the encrypted messages. Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) is improvement over WEP. WPA is a trimmed-down version of the 802.11i security standard that was developed by the IEEE 802.11 to replace WEP. WPA Enterprise provides RADIUS based authentication using 802.1x IEEE 802.1X offers an effective framework [10] for authenticating and controlling user traffic to a protected network, as well as dynamically varying encryption keys. 802.1X makes the use of the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) that defines how authentication messages are to be exchanged [12] between the various network components-clients (supplicants), switches or wireless access points (authenticators), and authentication servers. To optimize the performance of intra-domain re-authentication, some EAP methods have been designed such as the EAP-TLS, which is EAP integration [15] of the TLS protocol supporting either oneway or mutual authentication by using digital certificates. A per-session WEP key could be set up to implement the reauthentication and re-keyed on the peer. However, the problem with EAP-TLS is that it requires the PKI infrastructure to handle certificates, so it is difficult for many private users to deploy. In addition to that the way certificates issued requires multiple rounds of message delivery between the peer and the server. The EAP re-authentication Protocol (ERP), designed by the Handover Keying Working Group of IETF to avoid full EAP exchange to be performed reputedly, we use ERP protocol to authenticate the supplicant locally without communicating with its home Server. This paper is organized as follows: section II introduces the ERP & EAP TLS protocol. Section III introduces EAP TLS Exchange & EAP TLS Security cost computation. Section IV gives ERP Exchange & its security cost computation. Results & discussion are presented in section V. Section VI conclude the paper.
II. EAP TLS & ERP PROTOCOL
Analysis & comparative study conclude that EAP TLS is best among all these methods in terms of Mutual Authentication, Digital Certificate based Authentication, Wi-Fi Security, overall security performance, Immune to dictionary attack, Fast authentication Faster dynamic key generation & it is EAP TLS that have both client & server certificate. Here analyzing the security cost of EAP-re-Authentication & EAP TLS protocol. The ERP proposal is for improving the EAP keying architecture. The aim of ERP is to avoid having the wireless station repeat the entire EAP exchange with every new EAP authenticator it encounters. Master Session Key (EMSK) was derived in initial EAP exchange, the peer and the ER Server use the EMSK to derive a re-authentication Root Key (rRK) for subsequent handover authentication. Thus the ERP specifies a method-independent and efficient re-authentication. The key elements in managing mobility and optimizing efficiency of reauthentication in wireless access mainly focus on the two aspects, (1) the time consumed in the message exchange, (2) the security burden of EAP Server result from computation and verification. We begin with the security analysis along with the description of the EAP-TLS and ERP exchanges.
III. EAP TLS EXCHANGE
EAP-TLS (Transport Level Security) provides strong security by requiring both client and authentication server [7] [16] provides mutual authentication between the client and the authentication server and is very secure. The major drawback of EAP-TLS is requirement for PKI certificates on both the clients and the authentication servers -making roll out and maintenance much more complex.
EAP TLS Security Cost Computation:
EAP-TLS supports two methods [17] for generating keying material. One is RSA encryption based (RSA case) and the other is based on a Diffie Hellman key exchange (DHE case). In the DHE case, the server uses a Server-Certificate of type DHE-RSA or DHE-DSS and following with a Server-Key-Exchange message, including the server's public DH value. Because in RSA case the server uses a certificate of type RSA without sending Server-Key-Exchange, we select this scheme to calculate the security cost of EAP-TLS.RSA method is selected to calculate the security cost of EAP-TLS, as the server uses a certificate of type without sending Server-Key-Exchange. In RSA case, we only consider the time cost of RSA decryption. The time of a 1024-bit modular exponentiation (decryption side of 2048-bit RSA), is about 450,000 CPU cycles on a 64-bit computer [2] which is equivalent to that of the 256 bits modular exponentiation on a 32-bit computer. As the description in, the 256 bit exponentiations costs one of sixteenth of the 1024-bit exponentiations ((256/1024) ^2=1/16), thus we gain the cost of 2048-bit RSA decryption on a 32-bit computer is 450,000×16 = 7,200,000 CPU cycles. The total security cost of EAP-TLS (RSA case), including two times of encryption and one time of decryption, on a Pentium IV-2.6 GHz is about: Stls = 7,200,000 / 2.6000000000 = 2.76 ms
IV. ERP EXCHANGE
When the supplicant roams to the new network access server it first performs a full EAP exchange with the EAP server. In order to avoid full EAP exchange to be performed reputedly, we use ERP protocol [13] to authenticate the supplicant locally without communicating with its home server. The major difference between the EAP and ERP protocol is the key exchange, ERP first prescribes the generation and deliberation of EMSK, further to generate rRK and rIK for subsequent efficient re-authentication. Then the domain-specified keys generated from DSRK would be used to derive DS-rMSK for efficient re-authentication. That is the establishment of the trust relationship between the Local ER server and the peer via the new Authenticator.
The ERP exchange process is as follows:
i. EAP-Initiate/Re-auth-Start message
ii. EAP-Initiate/Re-auth message between the mobile terminal and the new authenticator.
iii. The server derives rMSK using HMAC algorithms.
iv. The authenticator extracts the rMSK and forwards an EAP-Finish/Re-auth message to the peer.
v. The peer uses sequence number to compute the rMSK as the final step.
ERP Security Cost Computation

a) Security Cost of Message Integrity Calculation:
The EAP-Initiate/Re-auth-Start Packet takes at least one Domain-Name-NAI TLV [13] , plus its header; the total LD+ Lkeyname = 480bits +200 bits = 680 bits Table 1 shows the message packet size & their total length various message that are to sent during ERP process with total CPU cycle for these message packet.
. Upon the receipt of message, the supplicant should demonstrate possession of the rIK by computing the integrity checksum over the EAP-Initiate/Re-auth message T(nk) = 210 + 22084 nk .
The nk represents the nk -block input data to be encrypted. The required authentication and verification time for HMAC-SHA-256, T (nk, Cp), as a function of the number of input blocks and the processor speed is:
T (nk, Cp) = (210 + 22084nk)/Cp. nk = N/512 = (8 *Sd + Sp + Ss + K)/ 512.
Where Sd-byte data to be encrypted as an example, N is the Nbit total encryption data, Sp-bit is the length of padding field; Ss-bit is the length of the Size filed and the K-bit denotes the extra appended inner form of the key.
c) Security Cost of Key Generation:
The keys generated in ERP exchange are as follows [19] : 
The Security Cost of ERP
The Security cost per step [15] in a network node is given by :
Security cost = time of key generation + Total cpu cycle of Integrity verify
The total security cost in the procedure of Re-authentication according to above section, involves two times of rMSK 
V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Here analyzing the performance of ERP protocol & EAP TLS protocol for IEEE 802.11 standards by comparing the security cost of ERP and EAP-TLS protocols at different processor speeds. Mat lab version 6.5 has been used for system modeling. The size of the message packet in ERP protocol is considered as 100, 680, 1052, 1308 and 680 bits respectively.
The following plot shows that the security cost of ERP & EAP TLS. Table 3 shows the security cost of ERP & EAP TLS with varying processor speed. Security cost of protocol decreases as processor speed increases from MHz to GHz. Figure 2 make it clear that during the authentication process as the speed of processor on which our protocol works is running is slow, then more we have to pay for security that is the security cost is very high on the other side a high speed processor has decreased cost to be pay for security. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The EAP protocol is a three-party authentication framework, while the ERP protocol is an extension of EAP, which aims to reduce the transmissions and computation costs of EAP. This paper analyzed the efficiency of the ERP protocol and compared it with that of the EAP-TLS protocol (The most important EAP method standardized by the IETF EMU work group). We have computed the security cost of EAP TLS & ERP with processor speed varying from MHZ to GHz. The result shows that the security cost of ERP & EAP TLS is reduced with increased processor speed & ERP is better than EAP TLS as security cost of EAP TLS protocol is 19.7 times more than that of ERP for 2.6 GHz processor.
